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Abstract
Video games, like software, need to be designed. Video game development
studios tend to use data-driven or art-driven decision-making to design their games.
Data-driven decision-making is where active and passive data is collected in order to
make informed decisions about the design of a game. Art-driven decision-making is
when designers use their artistic intuition to design games, potentially ignoring player
data. This paper elaborates on the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches
and provides case studies of games designed under both approaches. Based on these
studies, for a game to be successful, a combined approach of data- and art-driven
decision-making is typically required. However, this combined approach is not a set of
rules for creating successful games, and many best-selling games use purely data- or
art-driven design.
Key Words: Game Development, Game Design, Software Engineering, Data-Driven
Decision Making, Games as Art
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Introduction
Design is in everything, even the little things we do not think about. Many
scholars simply define design as a plan to create something. Games, like all other
mediums, need to be designed. A single game typically has dozens of interacting
systems, all fine-tuned. These systems can directly affect the player’s experience in the
game, which influences reviews, which drives sales. One of the first board games in
recorded history is Senet, an Egyptian game first represented c. 3100 BCE (Millmore),
but games themselves likely existed before cave paintings. People had to design each
and every one of them.
Video games, however, were invented much later. The 20th century introduced
society to early video games like Bertie the Brain, Tennis for Two, Spacewar!, and Pong.
As technology advanced, video games got more complex. Video games (which will just
be referred to as “games” from now on) ballooned into their own industry, whose
market is now set to reach nearly $257 billion by 2025, with more than 2.5 billion
players worldwide (Dobrilova). Game design is more important now than ever, with
thousands of games coming out each year, each vying for the average gamer’s
attention. How does one go about designing one of these, and how does it differ from
the design of software? Software is nearly always developed via data-driven decisions.
The feedback of users is gathered, and metrics based on their patterns are measured,
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and all of this drives the design of the software itself. Many game development studios
use this approach as well, and it has led to some of the highest grossing games of all
time, such as Fortnite. However, it is not always the approach that developers take. In
fact, many of the best-selling games were developed via an artistically-driven
decision-making process. Minecraft and Tetris were designed in this way, and they are
the two best selling video games of all time (Langston). Both approaches have their
advantages and disadvantages, which will be elaborated upon via several case studies.

Data-Driven Decisions
Data-driven decisions have existed in game development since the beginning.
However, the tools developers use to collect the data have improved drastically. A
simple example is the arcade game market realizing space games are profitable, and
proceeding to develop every version of a space game they possibly can. Game
development studios and publishers ran ad campaigns relevant to their respective time
periods to try to get the youths to play their game. Some properly capture their
audience, and some do not (see Earthbound’s “This game stinks!” campaign)—all
produce useful data to be used in further development.
Players generate a lot of useful data. Theoretically, any action a player makes
can be used as a useful metric for driving sales. This is the core logic behind
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data-driven decision making: to make games that the players want to play and spend
money on, based on their actions. Players produce passive and active data. Active data
is the measurable, precise, and countable metrics. Passive data is the emotion,
intuition, and struggle of the player as they try to accomplish a “job to be done”
(Warren). All of it can be used in an attempt to create a more successful game, but
game developers tend to lean on active data. Active data can be used to boost sales,
but the lack of passive data often leads to developers misunderstanding what their
players really want.
All of this data collection brings up some serious ethical concerns, though.
Firstly, users do not always get to consent to all of these metrics being collected about
them. On top of this, the data collected can lack specific groups of people, such as
non-expert players who do not play the game as much as the experts. The data can
also marginalize people if not enough data is collected about specific subsets of people
(El-Nasr & Kleinman).
Besides these data privacy and marginalization concerns, data-driven design
often leads to some predatory dark patterns that manipulate players into performing
specific actions, such as gambling on a “loot box”, which is an item in a game that a
player can spend real money on to get a random item from. The FIFA series by EA
brings in $1 billion dollars a year from loot boxes alone (Foust). The problem is bad
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enough that multiple governments have issued regulations on these dark patterns.
Obviously, the data tells us that engaging in these dark patterns is good (more
money!), despite many developers and journalists considering loot boxes to be
unethical..
Data-driven design can be a powerful tool for ensuring the success of a game
one is developing. However, it can be abused and misused. It can lead to games devoid
of any personality, perfectly tuned to what the company “thinks” players want based
on their data.

Art-Driven Decisions
Games are one of the newest mediums. Film, music, and traditional artforms like
paintings and sculpture are clearly art. Games are a hybrid of these mediums with the
addition of interactivity. The player is either playing a character or themselves in an
experience. A viewer of a film or painting can appreciate the work and interpret it in
their own way, but a player of a game can star in it. Many games are clearly close to
what one would consider art, such as the game Journey by Thatgamecompany.
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Figure one: A screenshot from the game Journey
However, some games are harder to label as art because of how derivative of
other games they are, or how stereotypically “game-like” they appear, such as
PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds by PUBG Corporation.

Figure two: A screenshot from the game PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds
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Critics, game developers, and gamers themselves have been debating whether
to consider games as art for decades. Nowadays, most game developers agree that
games are art. Kareem Ettouney, art director of the game Dreams, states that “. . .
games at the moment are not only an art but it is the art of the era,” (Moore). To create
a game involves creating other art such as 3D models, music, textures, and
architecture. Most game developers agree that the game as a whole is art as well, and
it is experienced by playing the game and interacting with it.
All games are designed with some art-driven decisions. Artists contribute to
every game, so they fundamentally have to include these decisions. Level designers
create worlds for players to explore, composers create soundtracks to help immerse
the player, and artists create the 2D and 3D art that the entire game is composed of.
Beyond this, creative directors of games must make thousands of art-driven decisions
to determine how a game comes together as a whole.
A game that is almost entirely designed via art-driven decisions is typically quite
visually interesting and generally compelling. They often have strong narratives and
well-defined worlds with interesting characters. All of these elements result in
authentic, captivating games. These games tend to capture the attention of niche
groups of people that can appreciate the games for what they are. Sometimes these
games break into the cultural zeitgeist and balloon in popularity. People can tell when
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something is authentic. If the game is also genuinely fun and well-designed, it will
likely be a hit.
Sometimes, the audience for art-driven games can be too small because of how
niche it is. For example, the game NaissanceE by Limasse Five is extremely alien,
isolating, and strange. It has a strong and overpowering visual style, similar to the
architectural style known as brutalism (which is also divisive). It has a small but
dedicated fanbase, but it will likely never be popular. This was likely the intention of
the developers, but it is important to consider if one wants to create a game that will
become financially successful.

Figure three: A screenshot from the game NaissanceE
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Also, larger games require many artists. Because of this, it is common for games
to lose some of their artistic direction because there are “too many cooks in the
kitchen”. Great artistic direction by a creative director is necessary in order for
art-driven decisions to make sense for a game.
It is clear that many games are designed by art-driven decision-making, and
many them are quite successful. However, it is easy to go off the deep end and create a
game that only appeals to a small audience.

Case Study: Crucible
What happens when the fourth largest tech company in the world decides to
create a data-driven video game based on a handful of the most successful multiplayer
games in existence? You get Amazon’s failed hero-shooter, Crucible. Amazon Games
was founded in the mid-2010s in order to put Amazon on the radar in the games
world. They hired some of the best developers in the industry and put Mike Frazzini,
long time Amazon developer, in charge. Amazon approaches everything from a
data-driven standpoint. Unfortunately, this did not quite work out for them in terms of
their games (Warren).
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Figure four: A screenshot from the game Crucible

Frazzini’s saying is that “anything can be measured”. He tried to inject this
philosophy into every aspect of their game development (Warren). Unfortunately, this
led them to create an extremely bland game that was designed by purely data-driven
decision-making. The game had a solid foundation and played fine, but it lacked any
personality. Most critics and players agreed on this sentiment (Metacritic). Hardly
anyone even knew the game existed, and by the end of its first year on the market, it
had practically faded into obscurity. Because of this, Amazon stopped supporting the
game.
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On top of its commercial failure, Crucible’s developers suffered through the
development of the game under Frazzini. Because of the data-driven decisions, they
were constantly forced to rebuild features and add new things because they were
popular in other games. Needless to say, going too far with the data-driven
decision-making process can result in an incredibly bland game that no one wants to
play. Amazon approached the development of this game like they approach their
software development, and it clearly did not work.

Case Study: Undertale
Undertale is an indie game developed by Toby Fox and Temmie Chang. It is a
quirky RPG (role-playing game) inspired by games like Earthbound and the Touhou
series and released in 2015. The game has sold over a million copies on Steam alone,

and it is one of the most successful indie games of all time. Despite all of its success,
the game was designed almost entirely based on art-driven decisions. Developing the
game was a very personal endeavor for Toby, and the game is a combination of some
of his favorite aspects of other games. He did not really consider what his potential
player-base would enjoy in the game. For example, he designed the battle system by
“. . . thinking primarily about what [he] would enjoy to play,” (Isaac). This is in stark
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contrast to many data-driven games that design every system based on data they
gather about their players.
Toby and Temmie created all of the art for the game themselves. Toby designed
all of the systems in the game, programmed them, wrote the dialogue, and composed
the music. The game, its world, and its story are all from his mind.

Figure five: A screenshot from the game Undertale

Even though the game was not designed with any data in mind, millions of
players were drawn to the game. It has one of the largest fan-bases of any modern
video game. Based on its review, players enjoy all of the elements that Toby designed
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based on his artistic intuition (Metacritic). Many consider the game as one of the prime
examples of “games as art”.

Conclusion
Games are designed and developed by studios of widely varying size and
diverse backgrounds. This results in thousands of incredibly unique games being
released each year. All of them have been meticulously designed based on data- and
art-driven decisions. Data-driven game design may afford a game massive success.
However, many data-driven games source and utilize their data in unethical ways. This
will continue to happen until more regulations are imposed on the games industries for
collecting user data.
On the flip side, the majority of games released each year do not break into the
mainstream, and most of them were designed via art-driven decision-making. For most
designers, it makes sense to develop innovative games that are driven by passive data
and art (Warren). This will lead to the most successful games. However, not all games
need to be successful. The most niche, art-driven games often have devoted fans.
If one wishes to design their game using data, it is ultimately important to
ethically source one’s user data and not rely too heavily upon it. If one wishes to create
a successful game, a happy medium of data- and art-driven decisions are generally
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required. Passive data is incredibly important for creating these games. Risk-taking
designers can attempt to create purely art-driven games that enter the mainstream,
but most of these games will never see the light of day. However, there is always the
possibility that one could end up being the next Undertale or Minecraft.
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